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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which of the Administration Process statistics would represent
timed requests and quick retry requests?
A. ADMINP.RequestIdTables.BatchRequest
B. ADMINP.ReqMsgQueue.GeneralPurpose
C. ADMINP.RequestIdTables.PrimaryRequest
D. ADMINP.RequestIdTables.SecondaryRequest
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
A temporary worker must use clientless SSL VPN with an SSH
plug-in, in order to access the console of an internal
corporate server, the projects.xyz.com server. For security
reasons, the network security auditor insists that the
temporary user is restricted to the one internal corporate
server, 10.0.4.18. You are the network engineer who is
responsible for the network access of the temporary user.
What should you do to restrict SSH access to the one
projects.xyz.com server?
A. Configure access-list temp_user_acl standard permit host
10.0.4.18 eq 22.
B. Configure access-list temp_acl webtype permit url
ssh://10.0.4.18.
C. Configure a plug-in SSH bookmark for host 10.0.4.18, and
disable network browsing on the clientless SSL VPN portal of
the temporary worker.
D. Configure access-list temp_user_acl extended permit TCP any
host 10.0.4.18 eq 22.
Answer: B
Explanation:
Web ACLs
The Web ACLs table displays the filters configured on the
security appliance applicable to Clientless SSL VPN traffic.
The table shows the name of each access control list (ACL), and
below and indented to the right of the ACL name, the access
control entries (ACEs) assigned to the ACL. Each ACL permits or
denies access permits or denies access to specific networks,
subnets, hosts, and web servers. Each ACE specifies one rule
that serves the function of the ACL.
You can configure ACLs to apply to Clientless SSL VPN traffic.
The following rules apply: * If you do not configure any
filters, all connections are permitted. * The security
appliance supports only an inbound ACL on an interface. * At
the end of each ACL, an implicit, unwritten rule denies all
traffic that is not explicitly permitted. You can use the
following wildcard characters to define more than one wildcard
in the Webtype access list entry: * Enter an asterisk "*" to
match no characters or any number of characters. * Enter a
question mark "?" to match any one character exactly. *
Enter square brackets "[]" to create a range operator that

matches any one character in a range. The following examples
show how to use wildcards in Webtype access lists. * The
following example matches URLs such as
http://www.cisco.com/ and http://wwz.caco.com/: access-list
test webtype permit url http://ww?.c*co*/

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which of the following descriptions about the FTP protocol is
correct?
A. FTP always uses TCP port 21 to establish a data session and
TCP port 20 to establish a control session.
B. FTP always uses a TCP session to transmit control
information and data information.
C. FTP always uses TCP port 20 to establish a data session,
using ICP port 21 to establish control Session
D. In FTP Active mode, the server uses the command "PORT" to
tell the client which port it expects to send data.
E. In the FTP Passive mode, the client completes the
initialization of the TCP session for control and data.
Answer: E
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